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Chapter 2 

Fair Distribution 
 
 
2.1. Principles of Distributive Justice 
 

- Compensation 
- Reward 
- Exogenous rights 
- Fitness 

 
Canonical story: 
 Have fewer toys Vs clean & fix Vs child of owner Vs flutist 
 
a. Compensation  
 

(Vs Ex post Equality) ? “unequal treated unequally” 
- (nutritional need for infant, medical needs for ills, resources needs 

for handicapped) 
 

vi = ui (yi) 
 

 vi = higher order characteristic enjoyed by agent i 
 yi = share of resources 
 ui = a function that tranform  yi to vi 
 
  Hence equal   yi not always mean equal vi 
 

b. Reward 
 

“Merit by extraordinary achievements calls for reward 
Note: not precise except when input can be unambiguously 
separated 
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c. Exogenous rights 
 

“Principles entirely exogenous to resource consumption & 
costumers responsibility” 
 
Equal exogenous right ?  equality ex ante 
Unequal exogenous right ?  different condition/contribution 
     (i.e. shareholder, political parties) 

   
d. Fitness 

 
“resources go to whoever makes the best use of them, independent 
of needs, merits or rights” 
 

       - Sum fitness: max total utility of concerned agents 
    (Banthamian) 

o Efficiency fitness: central normative requirement of  
     Rationality (Pareto) 

 
 
 Examples: 

(i) Life boat 
Exogenous rights: draw lots or priority ranking 
Compensation  : man swim while women children on boat 
Reward  : dispose the culprit of sinking ship 
Fitness  : Keep crew or woman & children 

 
(ii) Food rationing in a besieged town 

Exogenous rights: equality or priority ranking 
Compensation  : for sick and children 
Reward  : those who get the supplies 
Fitness  : the fighter that defend the town 
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(iii) Medical triage 
Exogenous rights: equality or priority ranking 
Compensation  : most wounded 
Reward  : bravest soldier 
Fitness  : max expected numbers of recovery 
 
(iv) Organs transplant allocation 
Exogenous rights: equality (lottery) or priority ranking 
Compensation  : most need the organ 
Reward  : waiting period 
Fitness  : max chances of transplant success 

 
(v)  Immigration policy 
Exogenous rights: equality or priority ranking 
Compensation  : political or economic refugee 
Reward  : past good deeds 
Fitness  : expectation of good deeds 

 
(vi) Admission to college 
Exogenous rights: equality or priority ranking 
Compensation  : disadvantageous socio economic background 
Reward  : past academic, effort and achievement 
Fitness  : possible future success 

 
(vii) Over demanded musical/sport ticket 
Exogenous rights: equality or priority ranking 
Compensation  : attending less events in the past 
Reward  : sponsors  
Fitness  : musician/athlete 
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* Queuing and action 
 Queuing reward effort but inefficient use of time 
 Auction more efficient and good go to those value them the most 
  but less acceptable where wealth is not comparable 
 
* Political rights 
 Philopsher king Vs equal voting right 
 Note: “unequal treated unequally”  

(i.e. shareholder, political parties) 
 
 
2.2. Simple Model of Fair Distribution 
 

t amount of commodity to be divided among a given set of agents 
(N) and each agent i is endowed with a claim of xi 

 
* Proportional solution 
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* Equal surplus/loss solution 
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* uniform gain/loss solution 
 
S max (?, xi } = t   or 
S min (?, xi } = t   
 
Examples: joint venture, deficit and scheduling 
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2.3. Contested Garment Method 
 
Truncation property: can truncate any larger claim than t at the level t 
without affecting the distribution ?  concession idea 
 
Concession property: distribution of t units can be done in two steps, 
first giving concession ci to each agent i, then sharing t – c N units 
according to the profile of reduced claims xi – ci  
?  (uniform losses satisfies the concession property)  
 
Contested Garment Method:  
Two person cling to a garment, each take as much as his/her grasp reach 
and the rest is divided equally  
?  (the only solution satisfies both the concession & truncation property) 
 
Contested garment shares 
 y1 = ½ (t + min { x1, t} – min { x2, t}) 
y2 = ½ (t - min { x1, t} + min { x2, t}) 
 
Self duality property: divides deficit exactly as it divides gain 
 
 
 
2.4. Equal Sacrifice in taxation 
 

t is amount of total after tax income, xi is agent i ‘s taxable income 
and given amount of tax must be divided among n agents. Total tax 
to be levied is (xN – t) and share yi is agent i’s after tax income  

 
Fair ranking: minimal equity constraint on tax shares 
 
xi = xj  ?  yi = yj    and   xi - yi = xj - yj     

 
 Higher taxable income ?  higher after tax income ?  higher tax 
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 Progressive tax scheme: 
 Higher taxable income? higher tax (higher fraction taxed away) 

Regressive tax scheme:  
Higher taxable income? higher tax (lower fraction taxed away) 
 
 
J.S. Mill 
“Equality in taxation means equality of sacrifice” 
 
 
z ?  u(z) is an arbitrary increasing (continous) function 

representing the conventional utility associated with income z. Then u-
equal sacrifice method chooses after tax incomes yj so as to satisfy: 

 
u (xi)- u (yi) = u (xj) - u (yj) for all i,j 

 
to ensure that solution meet constraint yi = 0 for all i and S yj = t , then 
 
for all i: yi = 0 => u (xi)- u (yi) = max [u (xj) - u (yj)] 

 
 
 
 

2.5. Sum Fitness and Equality 
 

The benevolent dictator must share t units of resources between n 
agents and each agent has his own utility ui function to produce 
utility from resources (yi)  

 
 Solution to equalize individual utilities & max the sum of utilities 
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* Egalitarian:  
    find yi = 0 such that ui(yi) = uj(yj) and  yN = t 
* Classical utilitarian:  
 find yi = 0 that max S ui(yi) under yN = t 
 (well defined mathematically) 
 
Note: crucial factor on comparison is whether  ui are concave 
  (Diminishing marginal utility Vs Increasing MU) 
 
 
example 2.7 Common utility & unequal endowment 
 
xi is endowment and t is subside  
utility function ui(yi) = u (xi + yi ) 
 
* assume u is increasing and concave 
 
egalitarian and utilitarian coincide:  
equalize net income (xi + yi) with  yi = 0 
 
egalitarian: 
for all i: yi > 0 ?  (xi + yi) = min (xj + yj ) 
 
classical utilitarian: 
max S (xi + yi) with and yN = t 
yi > 0 ?  u’ (xi + yi) = max u’(xj + yj ) 
        j 

since u’ is decreasing then it similar to egalitarian solution 
 
 
* assume u is increasing and strictly convex 
egalitarian solution still computed as uniform gains solution of the 
problems with claims (xi) and resources  (xN + t) but classical 
utilitarian solution allocates the entire subsidy to one agent with 
the largest initial endowment (the richest). 
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example 2.8 Constant Utility Ratios 
 
base utility function is strictly concave and agents i’s utility from 

taking a bite of cake piece yi is ui(yi) = ai u(yi) with is the constant factor 
measuring agent i’s productivity in generating utility. 

 
With u(0)=0 then the egalitarian solution equalizes net utilites 
 
ai u(yi) = aj u(yj) 
 
There fore if ai > aj then egalitarian solution is yi < yj . 
 
But the utilitarian solution, which reward productivity, gives larger 

share instead to yi > yj since 
ai u’ (yi) = aj u’ (yj) 
 
first order optimality conditions of the classical utilitarian: 
 
for all i: yi > 0 ?  u’ (yi) = max u’ (yj) 
     j 

 
Important shared property: 
• Utilitarian solution with utilities ui equals egalitarian solution 

with utilities – ui’ 
• Resource monotonicity (when t increases, every individual 

share yi increases) 
• Population monotonicity 
 
 
 


